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Areas submitted to Department of Finance for costing 

Proposal 1 – Corporation Tax: increase in rate 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

To determine yield for the following increases in the Corporation Tax rate: 

A) Increase 12.5% rate for trading profits by either 0.5% or 1% 

B) Increase the 25% rate for non-trading profits by 1%, 2% or 5%. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

Can the yield be modelled under two scenarios – i) rate increase does not impact on 
company location or activities, and ii) if the Department has a sensitivity model as to 
what an increase in the corporation tax rate would have on yield to provide an estimate 
of the yield using that scenario.  

Response 

On a straightforward, mathematical basis there is a large theoretical yield from 

increasing the trading rate, with a smaller theoretical yield from an increase in 

the non-trading rate. However, such changes would likely lead to lower levels of 

economic activity, behavioural changes in the locational decisions of 

multinational companies and employment in the multinational sector. On the 

basis of these issues and the difficulty of predicting such impacts, particularly 

in the current economic climate, it is not possible to accurately or robustly 

estimate the potential yield from such an increase. 

 

The Department of Finance carried out a comprehensive economic impact 

assessment of Ireland’s corporation tax policy in 20141. This identified that 

Ireland collects a similar share of corporation tax as a percentage of GDP to the 

EU average. Also, a distinctive feature of the Irish economy is the high share of 

economic activity accounted for by foreign direct investment (FDI). Based on an 

analysis of firm-level data on over 3,000 newly-established multinational 

subsidiaries across 26 European countries over the period 2004 to 2012, the 

Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) found that: (i) if the Irish 

corporation tax rate had been 15% over that period, the number of new foreign 

affiliates entering the country would have been 22% lower; and (ii) if the tax rate 

had been 22.5%, the number of new foreign affiliates would have been 50% 

lower. 

 

The implications for Ireland are clear: an increase to the 12.5% corporation tax 

rate could be expected to damage inward FDI flows, reducing investment and 

                                                           
1 http://www.budget.gov.ie/Budgets/2015/Documents/EIA_Summary_Conclusions.pdf  

http://www.budget.gov.ie/Budgets/2015/Documents/EIA_Summary_Conclusions.pdf
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economic activity in the State with consequential negative impacts on the 

overall corporation tax yield.  

 
 

Proposal 2 – Corporation Tax: R&D Tax Credit 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

To determine the 2021 savings that would be made by ending the refundable element 

of the R&D tax credit from 1st January 2021. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

To provide a costing under two scenarios: A) that the refundable element would cease 
completely from 1st January 2021 even for those claims already in process. B) That it 
is phased out over 3 years with no new claims from 1st January 2021, but those 
currently in train can continue to receive the refundable credit as was previously 
available. Under scenario B can the annual cost for 2021, 2022 and 2023 of retaining 
the refundable element be outlined. 

In all cases, we would like the costing to be based on Revenue projections, and not 
on the 2018 figure. (Update 2018 figure) 

 

The most recent information available to Revenue are the claims for refundable 
R&D tax credits for the tax year 2018. These are published on the Revenue 
website and show refundable credits of €109 million for that year.  

It is not possible to accurately predict the yield from eliminating the payable 
element of the R&D credit as the yield depends on future profitability and on 
R&D expenditure on the part of companies involved in research and 
development.  Sums in respect of the credit are generally set off against 
Corporation Tax in the first instance and are only carried forward as a payable 
credit where there is insufficient tax liability in a year to absorb the full amount 
available. As claims for the tax credit are made after the R&D activity has taken 
place, Revenue cannot project what the annual costs of the credit in future years 
will be. The credit is subject to the influence of R&D project cycles, so the cost 
is prone to fluctuation.  

It is also noted that, if the refundable element were to be eliminated, any 
remaining unused credit would continue be carried forward for offset against 
corporation tax liabilities in future years. As a result any yield would largely be 
a short-term yield only, unwinding in the longer term. 
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Proposal 3 – Introduction of minimum effective rates of corporation tax 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

To determine the gains that would accrue to the exchequer over the years 2021-2025 

from the introduction of a minimum effective corporation tax rate of 2%, 4%, 8%, 10% 

or 12%. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

We wish to assume that the introduction of this measure would impact on all profitable 
companies in each year, would be calculated as a share of total profits regardless of 
offsetting costs of expenses, and that the possible thresholds outlined above would be 
phased in over four years, as follows: 

To achieve a minimum effective corporation tax rate of 2% by 2023, a rate of 0.5% 
would be set in 2021, increasing to 1.0% in 2022, 1.5% in 2023 and 2.0% in 2024. 

To achieve a minimum effective corporation tax rate of 4% by 2023, a rate of 1% would 
be set in 2021, increasing to 2% in 2022, 3% in 2023 and 4% in 2024. 

To achieve a minimum effective corporation tax rate of 8% by 2023, a rate of 2% would 
be set in 2021, increasing to 4% in 2022, 6% in 2023 and 8% in 2024. 

To achieve a minimum effective corporation tax rate of 10% by 2023, a rate of 2.5% 
would be set in 2021, increasing to 5% in 2022, 7.5% in 2023 and 10% in 2024. 

To achieve a minimum effective corporation tax rate of 12% by 2024, a rate of 3% 
would be set in 2021, increasing to 6% in 2022, 9% in 2023 and 12% in 2024. 

 

The trading profits of companies in Ireland are generally taxed at the standard 

corporation tax rate of 12.5 per cent. Some of the main features of the current 

corporation tax regime are its simplicity and that it applies to a broad base. 

Taxable profits are generally understood to be income after deduction of 

allowable expenses, whereas the question refers to tax being levied on “a share 

of total profits regardless of offsetting costs of expenses”. Therefore, the 

proposal seems to involve a change to the existing corporation tax base and it 

is not possible to calculate a hypothetical yield on this basis.  

Analysis undertaken by the Department of Finance, co-authored by an 

independent academic, a separate report undertaken by the Comptroller & 

Auditor General (C&AG), and Revenue’s annual analysis of Corporation Tax 

payments and returns, all confirm that the effective rate of corporation tax, using 

the most appropriate methodology, paid by corporations in Ireland is between 

10% and 11%.  While this percentage is lower than the 12.5% headline rate, this 
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can be attributed to the availability of the small number of targeted tax measures 

that are available in Ireland that may lower the effective rate of corporation tax 

paid in Ireland. 

Notwithstanding the above, it should also be noted that seeking to change the 

tax base and/or to impose a minimum effective tax rate would involve increased 

complexity and could change the attractiveness of Ireland’s corporate tax 

regime. It is not possible to accurately predict how the proposed changes to the 

tax base and the imposition of a minimum effective tax rate would affect the 

behaviour and investment decisions of multinational or domestic companies. 

Therefore, as noted above, it is not possible to accurately or robustly estimate 

the potential Exchequer impact of these proposals. 

Proposal 4 – Corporation Tax: capping of capital losses 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

We are seeking to (1) establish the estimated level of capital losses current held on 

the balance sheets of companies registered in Ireland, (2) the anticipated period of 

time required to bring about a situation where 80% of those losses have been 

recouped allowing these companies to once again make tax returns, and (3) for an 

estimate to be provided of the revenue likely to accrue to the state if the law was 

changed to cap the length of time for which such losses could be offset against tax 

liabilities at 2 years (scenario a), 3 years (scenario b), 5 years (scenario c) and 10 

years (scenario d). 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions/parameters (2018 figures to be updated) 

 

 

It is assumed the proposal is referring to the losses reported on the trading 

panel of the corporation tax returns (and not referring to losses in relation to 

disposals of capital assets). From information returned on corporation tax 

returns filed for the year 2018, trading losses forward of over €216 billion were 

declared in that year. It should be noted that this figure includes carried-forward 

capital allowances that were unused from earlier years, as they are generally 

returned as losses in later years and are not separately identifiable. These 

historic losses are being offset slowly and some are unlikely to ever be used. 

Much of these relate to substantial losses incurred by companies during the 

downturn, however new losses or unused capital allowances are also created 

each year.  The anticipated time period in which 80% of such losses could be 

expected to be offset against profits would vary significantly on a case-by-case 

basis.  
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Loss relief is generally provided in Part 12 of the Taxes Consolidation Act (TCA) 

1997 for both income tax and corporation tax purposes. It allows losses incurred 

in the course of business or trade to be accounted for when calculating the same 

business’ tax liabilities. The purpose of this approach is to recognise that 

fluctuations in the business cycle may run over several years and that it would 

be unbalanced to tax profits earned in one year and not allow relief for losses 

incurred in another. The treatment of losses in Ireland is a long standing feature 

of our tax system and is a standard feature of the tax systems in most OECD 

countries. 

 

As tax returns do not show the age profile of losses, it is not possible to provide 

estimates of the tax yield from the proposed timeline caps in respect of losses. 

While it is possible that restricting the use of these losses (and unused capital 

allowances) could lead to large theoretical gains, such changes would likely 

lead to lower levels of economic activity and/or to companies passing the 

additional tax burden onto their staff, customers, suppliers and/or investors. It 

should also be noted that if such a change were to be made for companies, 

consideration would also be required of extending a similar measure to self-

employed taxpayers. 

 

Further information on considerations relevant to loss relief is available in a 

technical paper prepared by the Department for the Committee on Finance, 

Public Expenditure and Reform, and Taoiseach.2 

 

 

 

Proposal 5 – Digital Services Tax 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The yield for Ireland from introducing a Digital Services Tax on the same basis as 
France, Italy and Spain; with a 3% tax rate, where a digital interface is provided and 
advertising services are based on user’s data, with a €750m global revenue threshold 
and a domestic revenue threshold of A) €25m and B) €5m.  

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

To also provide what the impact on the Irish Exchequer corporation tax returns would 

be if an EU digital services tax as previously proposed was implemented in 2021; and 

what the projected impact on Ireland of the rollout of a 3% DST in France, and other 

countries in the EU such as Austria, Belgium Spain and Italy etc. (Update figures)  

                                                           
2 https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/436ff7-technical-note-on-the-potential-consequences-of-changes-to-the-
treat/ 
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Information is not available to enable a cost/yield to be provided if Ireland 

introduced its own Digital Services Tax. 

 

In relation to an EU wide Digital Services Tax - It is tentatively estimated the 

implementation of an EU Digital Services Tax could cost the Exchequer 

approximately €120m - €160m per annum, assuming that the cost is deductible 

against taxable income in Ireland. Separately, the European Commission, in an 

impact assessment of its proposed DST estimated that the measure would yield 

approximately €5 billion per annum across all EU Member States. If it is 

assumed that Ireland would receive a portion of the yield in proportion to 

Ireland’s population, the estimated annual yield in Ireland would be €45 million. 

This is based on various assumptions and costings done by the Commission. 

 

Proposal 6 – PRSI: Expansion of PRSI relief for low and middle income earners 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A PRSI credit was introduced in order to ameliorate the ‘step effect’ experienced by 
employees whose income is just over the threshold for liability to PRSI. We wish to 
explore the expansion of this credit providing relief of a maximum of €14 per week on 
incomes under €704 per week, or €36,608 per year. The tapering of this measure 
should apply at a rate of 4% per €1k income. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

The impact of this measure on individuals at the below salary levels should be included 

in the detail provided on this costing: 

€18,305 

€25,000 

€30,000 

€35,000 

€36,608 

The cost that would be incurred increasing the credit to €14 at a 4% withdrawal 

rate exhausting at €704 per week. 

Cost (€m) Employments Affected 

238 854,113 
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Annual 

Salary 

Gross 

Weekly 

Earnings 

(€) 

Current 

PRSI 

Charge (€) 

Proposed 

PRSI 

Change (€) 

Difference in PRSI 

Charge 

Weekly (€) Annual (€) 

€18,305 352.02 2.08 0.08 -2.00 -104.13 

€25,000 480.77 19.23 10.35 -8.88 -461.68 

€30,000 576.92 23.08 18.02 -5.06 -262.82 

€35,000 673.08 26.92 25.69 -1.23 -63.95 

€36,608 704.00 28.16 28.16 0.00 0.00 

 

Proposal 7 – PRSI and the Minimum wage 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The cost of increasing the bands of Employer’s and Employee’s PRSI, and the 
employer threshold to reflect the following scenarios: 

A) A Minimum wage of €10.50 per hour. 
B) A minimum wage of €11.00 per hour. 
C) A living wage of €12.30 per hour. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions, provide details of the number of employees that such a 

revised rate would apply to.  

Based on a 39 hour week, this costing is asking the effect of increasing the 

current employer higher rate threshold from €395 to (A) €422, (B) €453 and (C) 

€480. 

  

Impact of increasing Employer & 

Employee bands with: 

Cost 

(€m) 

Employments 

Affected 

A Minimum Wage of €10.80 per hour.  29.4 75,163 

A Minimum Wage of €11.60 per hour.  68.1 163,894 

A Living Wage of €12.30 per hour.  104.5 240,142 

 

Proposal 8 – USC and Employer PRSI 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 
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Based on the current yield of USC, what rate of employers' PRSI would be required to 

raise the same amount of money if USC was abolished? In other words, employers' 

PRSI would be expected to raise as much as it does at present plus an additional 

amount equivalent to the total raised by USC. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

The calculation should be made based on the expected yield from USC in 2021 with 
unchanged rates. 

The projected USC yield is €3.2 billion in 2021. 

The higher rate of Employer’s PRSI would have to be increased to 15.5% in order 

to raise an additional €3.2 billion. 

Proposal 9 – PRSI: employers 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

At present, employers pay 8.8% Class A employer PRSI on weekly earnings up to 
€395. Employers pay 11.05% Class A employer PRSI on weekly earnings over €395 
(inclusive of the NTF levy). 

A) What is the PRSI additional yield that would be raised by setting a single rate 
of Employers PRSI of 11.05%, to apply on all weekly earnings? 
 

B) How much would be raised with a 1% increase to both rates respectively.  
 

C) What would the yield be from a new Employers PRSI rate of 12.5%, 13.5%, 
14.5% and 15.5 % on all income in excess of either €80,000 or €100,000 or 
€120,000 respectively. 
 

D) The yield to the Exchequer from a 0.5%, 1%, 3% and 5% increase in the higher 
rate of employer’s PRSI on those employed in salaries of €120,000, €110,000, 
€90,000 and €80,000 respectively. 
 

E) The amount of revenue which could be raised if Ireland’s rate of employer PRSI 
contributions was raised in line with the EU average (21.34%) from the current 
employers PRSI rate of 8.8% (plus the National Training Fund Level 1%) on a 
phased basis from 2021 to 2025. 

 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

Assume no change to the level of employment. 

A & B: 

Employer PRSI Rate Yield/(Cost) €m 
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11.05% 110 

Increase Lower Employer Rate by 

1.0% 

49 

Increase Higher Employer Rate by 

1.0% 

801 

 

C: New Employer’s rates 

Employer PRSI Rates > €80,000 Yield €m 

12.5% rate 153 

13.5% rate 259 

14.5% rate 364 

15.5% rate 470 

Employer PRSI Rates > €100,000  

12.5% rate 110 

13.5% rate  187 

14.5% rate 263 

15.5% rate  339 

Employer PRSI Rates > €120,000  

12.5% rate  85 

13.5% rate  143 

14.5% rate  201 

15.5% rate 260 

 

D: New Employer’s rates 

Employer PRSI Rates > €80,000 Yield €m 

11.05% + 0.5% rate 53 

11.05% + 1% rate 106 

11.05 + 3% rate 317 

11.05% + 5% rate 528 

Employer PRSI Rates > €90,000  

11.05% + 0.5% rate 44 

11.05% + 1% rate 89 

11.05 + 3% rate 266 

11.05% + 5% rate 444 

Employer PRSI Rates > €110,000  

11.05% + 0.5% rate 33 

11.05% + 1% rate 66 
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11.05 + 3% rate 199 

11.05% + 5% rate 331 

Employer PRSI Rates > €120,000  

11.05% + 0.5% rate 29 

11.05% + 1% rate 58 

11.05 + 3% rate 175 

11.05% + 5% rate 292 

 

 

E: New Employer’s PRSI Rates EU Average 

Note: These changes were modelled to occur in one step in one year, i.e. not on 

a phased basis. 

Increase Employer’s PRSI Rate of 11.05% to 21.34% while maintaining the 8.8% 

Rate – Full Year Yield €618m 

Increase Employer’s PRSI Rate of 8.8% to 21.34% while maintaining the 11.05% 

Rate – Full Year Yield €8.2bn. 

 

Proposal 10 – Income Tax: Refundable Personal Tax Credits 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

To determine the cost of providing refundable tax credits at the end of the financial 

year to both employed, and self-employed individuals who have earned at least 

€5,000, and if employed made at least 40 PRSI contributions in the year, but did not 

earn enough income to use all the tax credits they are eligible for as detailed below. 

Personal Tax Credits to be made refundable: Single Person, Married person or civil 

partner, widowed person or surviving civil partner with dependent child(ren) or without 

dependent children, one parent family, age credit, home carer’s tax credit, blind tax 

credits, guide dog allowance, incapacitated child tax credit, earned income tax credit. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

The refundable portion would either be returned to the individual when a Statement of 

Liability (previously P21 balancing statement) is issued, and can either be paid as a 

lump sum, or added to their salary income over the period of the following year through 

their employer. Also outline any other relevant personal tax credits that should be 

included in such a proposal.  
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Revenue has not undertaken an exercise to estimate a projected impact of 

refundable tax credits to the Exchequer or the administrative cost of 

establishing the necessary systems to facilitate the refund of tax credits. Any 

such exercise in estimation would be highly complex as it would involve 

assumptions about the manner in which such a system would operate, its 

possible effects on individuals not currently in the tax net and how such a 

system might interact with any social protection payments. In the absence of a 

fully designed scheme of refundable tax credits that addresses all of the 

relevant issues outlined, an estimated cost of refunding of credits is not 

currently available. 

 

Proposal 11 – Income Tax: increase in tax credits and bands 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A) To determine the cost of increasing the personal tax credits by €50, €100, €200 or 
€300 respectively. Provide a tabular breakdown. 

B) The associated cost of increasing the earned income tax credit from €1,500 by €50, 
€100 or €150.  

C) Increase the standard rate cut off point by i) €500, and ii) €1,000 for single, married 
one –earners and two earners. 

D) Confirm cost of increasing home carer credit by i) €100, and ii) €200 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

For A) Outline the individual cost for each personal tax credit increase.  

For B) outline the number projected to benefit in 2021, 2022 and 2023 respectively, 
and the number that have availed of EITC in 2018, and 2019 and projected for 2020.  

For C) outline the number of people impacted in each category and breakdown of 
costs. 

For D) Outline the number of people expected to benefit in 2021, 2022 and 2023 
respectively, and the number that availed of tax credit in 2019 and 2020 respectively.  

The cost of increasing the personal tax credit, the earned income tax credit, the 

home carer credit and standard rate band cut off point, on a pre-Budget 2021 

basis, can be found in Revenue’s Ready Reckoner at: 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-

revenue/statistics/ready-reckoner/index.aspx.   

 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/statistics/ready-reckoner/index.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/statistics/ready-reckoner/index.aspx
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The cost of increases to these credits/bands by amounts other than those given 

in the Ready Reckoner can be extrapolated on a straight-line basis. In the case 

of large relative changes to tax credits or bands, the cost or yield may not be 

directly in line with estimates shown. 

 

The numbers of taxpayer units of each category of taxpayer that would benefit 

from the standard rate band increase in 2021 is estimated to be: 

 

Increase to 

standard 

rate cut off 

point 

Single Married 2 

Earner 

Married 1 

Earner 

Widowed 

€500 353,000 235,000 137,000 30,000 

€1,000 353,000 235,000 138,000 30,000 

Figures have been rounded to the nearest 1,000. 
 

The number of taxpayer units that availed of the home carer credit and the 

earned income credit in 2018 (the latest available data), can be found in the Cost 

of Tax Expenditures table: https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-

about-revenue/statistics/tax-expenditures/costs-expenditures.aspx.  

 

It is estimated that the number of taxpayer units who would benefit from an 

increase in the home carer credit in 2021 would be approximately 88,000. It is 

estimated that of the order of 220,000 taxpayer units would benefit from an 

increase in the earned income tax credit in 2021. Revenue does not have 

estimates beyond 2021. 

 

Proposal 12 – Income Tax: Withdrawal of Tax Credits from High Earners 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The gain to the exchequer from a withdrawal of PAYE and Earned Income tax 
credits by 5% per €1k income, on all income in excess of either €80,000 (scenario 1) 
or €100,000 (scenario 2). 

The gain to the exchequer from a withdrawal of PAYE and Earned Income tax 
credits by 15% per €1k income, on all income in excess of either €80,000 (scenario 
3) or €100,000 (scenario 4). 

The gain to the exchequer from a withdrawal of PAYE and Earned Income tax 
credits by 16.5% per €1k income, on all income in excess of either €80,000 (scenario 
5) or €100,000 (scenario 6). 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/statistics/tax-expenditures/costs-expenditures.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/statistics/tax-expenditures/costs-expenditures.aspx
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We would like the costings to be provided on both a tax unit, and an individualised 
basis based on most up to date revenue statistics. 

The tables below provide the cost of tapering on a taxpayer unit basis (married 

persons or civil partners who have elected or who have been deemed to have 

elected for joint assessment are counted as one tax unit) as well as on an 

individualised basis.  

 

The estimates on a taxpayer unit basis have been generated by reference to 

2021 incomes as calculated on the basis of actual data for the year 2018, the 

latest year for which returns are available, adjusted as necessary for income, 

self-employment and employment trends in the interim. The estimates on an 

individualised basis are based on tax returns for 2018. The figures on an 

individualised basis are not based on projected 2021 incomes and 

employment etc., as this process required an exercise to be undertaken on the 

data to break down the gross incomes of taxpayer units to an individualised 

level and required a manual estimation process outside of Revenue’s usual tax 

modelling software. 

 

 

Scenario 

1 

Individualised Basis  Taxpayer Unit Basis 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

 
203 245 470 555 

 
 

 

Scenario 

2 

Individualised Taxpayer Unit Basis 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

 
125 153 282 336 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Individualised Basis  Taxpayer Unit Basis 
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Scenario 

3 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

 
241 290 553 650 

 
 

 

Scenario 

4 

Individualised Basis  Taxpayer Unit Basis 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

 
143 174 332 396 

 
 

Scenario 

5 

Individualised Basis  Taxpayer Unit Basis 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

 
243 293 559 658 

 
 

 

Scenario 

6 

Individualised Basis  Taxpayer Unit Basis 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

First Year 

(€m) 

Full Year 

(€m) 

 
144 175 344 416 

 

 

Proposal 13 – Income Tax: Disability Tax Credit 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

How much will it cost the Exchequer to introduce a Disability Tax Credit of €1,650 per 
year for single people and a tax credit of €3,300 for married or cohabiting couples. The 
Disability Tax Credit would cover disabilities as recognised under existing social 
welfare entitlements criteria.  

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 
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The cost of setting up a credit, the time it would take to be implemented, the financial 
criteria to be applied to applicants as is applied to the Blind Person’s Tax Credit.  

As there are no data available on the number of taxpayers who would be eligible 

for the disability tax credit, or their ability to absorb the credit, there is no basis 

on which to estimate the cost of this measure. 

  

Proposal 14 – Income Tax: Medical A&E Tax credit  

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

How much to establish a €3,300 Tax Credit for Medical Practitioners, employed or 
retired, to be awarded if they complete a minimum of 24 hours per quarter in A&E in 
their locality, to be able to treat patients presenting at A&E who could be easily treated 
outside of the bed areas.  

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

To assume that 200 people will take part in the first year, and to ensure that the 

tracking of such hours by hospital groups will be of a reasonable cost in this regard. 

Assuming 200 claimants were entitled to claim the proposed credit, and that the 

claimants were able to fully absorb the proposed €3,300 tax credit, the estimated 

cost to the Exchequer is estimated to be in the order of €0.7 million. 

[Revenue has no comment on the hospital tracking element, or the possibility 

to cost of this] 

 

Proposal 15 – Income Tax: relief on rent credit 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The cost to re-introduce a relief for rent credit as existed up to 2010 but without any 
age bands and available to all tax payers at the standard rate of income tax for the 
following amounts of rent paid: i) €2,000; ii) €4,000 or iii) €8000. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

The cost for introduction in its first year, and the full year cost, and inclusive of a sunset 

clause of 5 years.  
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The rent relief tax credit has been in the process of being phased out since 2010, 

tax returns do not provide a reliable basis to accurately predict the numbers of 

tenants who could be eligible to claim a rent credit were it to be re-introduced 

or the degree to which potential claimants could absorb the full amount of the 

credit. Therefore, there is no basis available to estimate the potential cost of the 

re-introduction of the rent credit. 

 

Proposal 16 – Income Tax: Relief on trade union subscriptions 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A) To outline the cost of reintroducing tax relief at the standard rate on trade union 
subscriptions on the same basis as applied up to its abolition in 2011.  

B) To also provide in tabular form the cost of providing tax or BIK relief on subscriptions 
to professional bodies for each year from 2011 to 2019 and the yield from abolishing 
it. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

A) The cost for introduction in its first year, and the full year cost. B) The yield in the 

first year, and yield in a full year. 

A) There are no data on the number of taxpayers with union subscriptions, the 

cost of their individual union subscription, nor the ability of the taxpayer to 

absorb the credit, therefore there is no basis available to Revenue on which to 

estimate a cost for this measure. 

 

B) There is no requirement for workers or self-employed persons to declare their 

professional subscriptions separately in their tax returns; allowable 

subscriptions are included in their allowable expenses. It is therefore not 

possible to provide a tax cost for the exemption to BIK for subscriptions to 

professional bodies. 
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Proposal 17 – Introduction of a Minimum Unit Price on alcohol 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

To assess the exchequer gains arising from the introduction of a Minimum Unit Price 
of 100c per 10g of alcohol. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

Following the introduction of minimum unit pricing on alcohol in Scotland, we are 
asking for a costing of the additional yield to the Exchequer from the introduction of a 
similar policy in Ireland. We are asking for it to be assumed that the impact on cross-
border trade will be negligible. 

It is not possible to cost the impact of Minimum Unit Pricing on revenue receipts.  

MUP is designed to stop below cost selling of alcohol products by increasing 
the cost of such products. Ultimately, MUP is designed to reduce alcohol 
consumption, which in turn should result in reduced excise receipts. While 
excise receipts may fall, the amount of VAT on individual alcohol product sales 
will increase as it will be based on higher values. Whether MUP increases or 
decreases revenues will depend on the success of MUP in terms of reducing 
alcohol consumption. 

Proposal 18 – National Training Fund Levy 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The yield (which would be held in the National Training Fund) which would arise from 

increases of 0.1% in 2021.Provide a table of the projected and additional yield in each 

year from the individual budget increases in the NTF since 2016. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions. 

The Department of Finance has no remit in this area. Any plastics levy would be 

administered by the Department of Communications, Climate Action & 

Environment, further information has been sought from that Department.  

Proposal 19 – Help to Buy scheme  

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A: The projected revenue raised in 2021 from abolishing the Help to Buy scheme. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 
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No additional assumptions assume the scheme would end at announcement of Budget 

apart from those applications already in progress or approved. Provide details of a full 

year yield/saving. 

The cost of the HTB scheme in 2019 was approximately €102m. Not accounting 

for changes in taxpayer behavior or the enhancement announced in the July 

Stimulus package this year, the 2019 cost can be used as a guide to estimate 

the yield if the Help To Buy Scheme were abolished. 

 

Proposal 20 – CGT: Cap on Primary Private Residence Relief 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The yield to the Exchequer from capping the primary private residence relief from 

Capital Gains Tax at €1 million. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

That the disposal of all private principal residencies valued at over €1 million would 
be subject to capital gains tax A) on the balance over €1m; and B) on the entire sale 
amount. 

To provide in the reply a costing based on sales of homes over €1m from stamp duty 
returns, cross referenced to LPT returns for existing homes (as new homes wouldn’t 
be subject to CGT), using projections for an average holding of 20 years.  

It is not possible to identify from tax returns data the gains in respect of 

disposal of all private principal residencies valued at over €1 million that 

would be subject to CGT if a cap was introduced. For this reason it is not 

possible to provide estimates sought. Using LPT and Stamp Duty returns is 

not an option for this costing as the capital gain is not available therein. 

 

 Proposal 21 – CGT: abolition of Entrepreneurs Relief & Section 604A 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A: The yield to the Exchequer from abolishing Entrepreneurs Relief as provided 

under section 597AA of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 

B: The future yield to the Exchequer from abolishing Section 604A modelled by year 

up to 2023. 
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2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

A: Abolition from Budget day, reverting to 33% rate but provide a breakdown of the 
full year yield from 1st January 2021 and the balance for the rest of 2020. Would 
appreciate if costing was based on projections for cost of the relief in 2021, and not 
the known cost of the relief in 2017/2018. 

B: Can the Department outline the projected tax losses to the Exchequer from this 
tax relief based on returns from 2019 and projected returns in 2020 and 2021. 
(Update 2018 figures) 

From claims in respect of entrepreneur relief on tax returns for 2018 and taking 

into account the higher rate of relief in later years, the yield to the Exchequer 

from abolishing Entrepreneurs Relief could be in the region of €90m. 

Projections for later years are not available as likely future disposals of gains 

in respect of entrepreneurial relief are not possible to predict.  

 

From information included on 2018 tax returns in respect of 604A (disposal of 

certain buildings/land), the cost of this relief was €113m in 2018. However, it is 

not possible to accurately estimate the gain from the abolition as information 

is not available in respect of other assets still held. 

 

Proposal 22 – CGT – increases in the Rate 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A: The yield raised from each 1% increase in the rate of CGT up to 41% in tabular 

form 

B: The yield raised from increasing gains from venture capital funds for individuals 

and partnerships from 15% to 33%, and each 1% increase up to 41%. 

C: The yield raised from increasing gains from venture capital funds for companies 

from 12.5% to 33%, and each 1% increase up to 41%. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions. 

The Revenue Ready Reckoner (page 13) shows the cost of various changes 

to the CGT rate 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, While the Ready Reckoner does not show each specific 

costing requested, these can be estimated on a straight-line basis from 

those provided. Costs are not available separately in respect of venture 

capital funds. 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
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Proposal 23 – Local Property Tax: second property surcharge 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The yield to the Exchequer from applying a surcharge to the local property tax of €100 

on every residential property in which the owner did not reside. 

Further the yield that would accrue if this surcharge was increased to €500, and only 

applied to vacant, non-leased residential property. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

The same rules as applied to the NPPR, with the exemption of those who do not reside 

at the property they own but instead rent out a separate property as their residence. 

To provide the projected number of vacant, non-leased second properties. 

LPT returns require owners to indicate whether their properties are principal 

or non-principal primary residences (NPPR). However, the information does 

not distinguish whether NPPR properties are vacant, leased or otherwise 

occupied. It is also not possible to distinguish those who own a NPPR 

property and also rent a separate property as their residence.  

 

Page 26 of the Revenue Ready Reckoner, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, shows the yield that could be generated from imposing an 

additional flat charge on all NPPRs. While the Ready Reckoner does not show 

each specific costing requested, the yield from a €100 per property charge is 

shown, from which the yield for a €500 charge can be estimated on a straight-

line basis. It is not possible to estimate separately the yield from this charge 

in respect of vacant non-leased second properties. 

 

Proposal 24 - Changes to VAT rates 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A) The full year cost of reducing the higher VAT rate of 23% by 2%. 

The full year cost of reducing the higher VAT rate of 23% by 2% would cost in 

the region of €870 million. 

The cost of extending the standard VAT rate to 21% (beyond the existing 

reduction from September 2020 to the end of February 2021) would result in a 

cost to the Exchequer in the region of €580m in 2021. 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
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B) The cost of a VAT reduction for social housing materials from 23% to 13%; selling 

from 13.5% to 9%.  

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

To provide the figures based on latest modelling.  

For B) to provide costing under two scenarios: 

i) That a VAT reduction be applied to social housing and AHB developed 

units exclusively.  

ii) That a VAT reduction be applied to developments of less than 20 units. 

It is not possible to provide an accurate estimate of the expected cost arising 

from a reduction in the standard rate of VAT rate from 23% to 13% on social 

housing materials or a VAT reduction in the sale price on smaller 

developments consisting of less than 20 units. This is due to the fact the 

Revenue does not require the yield from specific transactions or activities to 

be identified on a trader’s VAT returns.  

 

Proposal 25 – Betting Tax 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The yield in 2021 from increasing the betting duty from 2% to 3%; and increasing the 

duty of 25% on commissions earned by betting intermediaries to 30%  

Further, what the yield be if a betting duty levy of 1% was applied to all pay-outs to 

customers from bookmakers and betting intermediaries. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions 

The additional yield from increasing the Betting Duty to 3% is estimated at €50 

million in a full year.   

 

The additional yield from increasing the duty on commissions earned by betting 

intermediaries to 30% is estimated at €0.5 million in a full year.  

 

These figures do not take account of any potential behavioural impact.  

 

It is not possible from tax returns data to calculate the yield from a betting duty 

levy of 1%. 
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Proposal 26 – Tobacco Products Tax 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

Can the Department confirm what the yield from A) a 25c increase per pack of 20 

cigarettes with an additional 50% for RYO would yield; and B) a 50c increase with an 

additional 50% for RYO would yield.  

In each case can the costing outline what would the additional yield be if duty 

on RYO was equalized with duty on cigarettes? 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions. 

A 25c increase per pack of 20 cigarettes with an additional 50% for RYO would 

yield an estimated €29m in a full year.  

 

A 50c increase per pack of 20 cigarettes with an additional 50% for RYO would 

yield an estimated €57m in a full year.  

 

If duty on RYO was equalized in each case with duty on cigarettes the 

additional yield is estimated at €49 and €50m respectively in a full year.  

 

These estimates may not fully reflect the change in behaviour of smokers 

following any such increases.   

Proposal 27 – Environmental Taxes 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

Confirm the following costings based on proposals listed in recent TSG papers. 

A. Aggregates Levy: As proposed in the TSG paper 17-08 can it be confirmed that 

a levy of €2.50 per tonne on aggregates would yield approximately €75m and can 

this be updated for 2021? 

The Department of Finance has no remit in this area. Any plastics levy would 

be administered by the Department of Communications, Climate Action 

&Environment, further information has been sought from that Department. 

 The TSG Paper 17-08 which referenced an aggregates levy merely provided a 

scenario that if 30 million tonnes of aggregates were within the scope of such 

a levy and the rate was set at €2.50 per tonne then the yield would be €75m. 
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B. Diesel Excise: provide a costing pathway with first year yield for equalisation of 

diesel and petrol excise rates over five years. A PREVIOUS Tax Strategy Group 

paper listed an €81m per year additional yield.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equalizing petrol and diesel Excise rates over 5 years would yield an 

additional €79 million in the first year. The full five-year pathway is as follows: 

 

  Petrol Diesel           
Cumulative 
Yield 

Excise Rate     €m €m €m €m €m €m 
per 1,000 

litres 541.84 425.72             

2021 541.84 448.94 79         
                              

79  

2022 541.84 472.17 79 79       
                            

158  

2023 541.84 495.39 79 79 78     
                            

236  

2024 541.84 518.62 79 79 78 78   
                            

314  

2025 541.84 541.84 79 79 78 78 77 
                            

391  

 

 

 

C. Carbon Tax. Confirm the yield from a €10 per tonne increase in the Carbon Tax 

in 2021. 

It is estimated that a €10 per tonne increase in carbon tax would yield €212m in 

2021. This is on a vat inclusive basis and based on full year yield.. 
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D. VRT Electric Cars. Provide the cost of reducing VRT on electric cars to 0%. First 

year and full year costs.  

The cost of reducing VRT on electric cars to 0% in a full year is estimated at 

€25m based on the registrations of electric cars for 2019. These figures do not 

take account of any potential behavioural impact or any subsequent increase 

in registration of electric cars. This costing refers to electric cars only and 

does not include hybrids. It is not possible to estimate a first-year cost without 

a commencement date. 

E: Yield raised from a waste recovery levy at €5 a tonne to apply to the three key 

waste recovery options - landfill, incineration and export; 

The Department of Finance has no remit in this area. Any plastics levy would 

be administered by the Department of Communications, Climate Action & 

Environment, further information has been sought from that Department.  

F: And an increase to the landfill levy by €5 per tonne to €80 per tonne. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

The assumptions and parameters applied by the TSG in recent years. 

The Department of Finance has no remit in this area. Any plastics levy would 

be administered by the Department of Communications, Climate Action & 

Environment, further information has been sought from that Department. 

Proposal 28 – Compliance Activity 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The yield that arise from an extra allocation of €10million to the Revenue 

Commissioners for extra staff and IT investment targeted at securing increased 

compliance, and use of big data, data analytics and a clampdown on bogus self-

employment. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

The same assumptions as used in Budget 2018, 2019 and 2020. 

The Revenue Comprehensive Review of Expenditure (2014), available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/governance/comprehensive-

expenditure-review-2014.pdf, shows a number of different options for 

increasing revenue streams including the projected costs and yields from 

additional recruitment. This Review is the basis for the assumptions in the 

Budgets mentioned. Revenue has published reviews of the outcomes of the 

additional Budget resources being provided at: 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/governance/comprehensive-expenditure-review-2014.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/governance/comprehensive-expenditure-review-2014.pdf
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https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-

revenue/research/reviews/index.aspx.  

 

 

Proposal 29 – Bank Levy 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

To provide the current rate used to determine the bank levy. ie is it still 59% on DIRT 

returns? 

To provide the additional yield that would accrue from increasing the rate to i) 100%, 

ii) 118%; iii) 157%, and iv) 200%. 

Section 126AA of the Stamp Duties Consolidation Act 1999 imposes an annual 

levy on banks for the years 2017 to 2021 that is intended to raise a fixed amount 

of €150 million in each year. The rate for the levy is at present 170% calculated 

on the basis of DIRT payments made in 2017. This fixed amount is apportioned 

between the banks on the basis of deposit interest retention paid by a particular 

bank in a specified period (the base year). Following a change of the base year 

the rate of the levy is adjusted to maintain the overall fixed yield of €150 million. 

Therefore, a costing to change this is not possible as it would change the entire 

basis of calculating the levy. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions.  

Proposal 30 – Income Tax: Cycle to school scheme 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The cost of introducing a cycle to school scheme based on the cycle to work 

scheme, where a parent can claim back the cost of 1 bicycle per child through their 

salary. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

Up to two bicycles per child are eligible throughout their childhood, in the following 

age brackets from between the ages of 4 and 12; and then from 13 to 18. 

The same rules that currently apply to the Bike to Work scheme would apply. 

However, alternatively, for self-employed or those whose employers do not offer the 

current scheme, the parent could apply for a refund through MyRevenue for USC 

and income tax. 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/research/reviews/index.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/research/reviews/index.aspx
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The annual cost of this proposal is estimated at €1 million. It should be noted 

that there is no information provided in tax returns or otherwise available to 

Revenue to give data on which to base an estimate so this should be seen as 

tentative. In addition, there is also likely to be an initial surge on the introduction 

of the proposed system. 

Proposal 31 – Incineration levy 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

The yield from introducing an incineration levy at the same rate as currently applies 

to landfill (€75 per tonne). To also provide the yield from a rate of €50 per tonne. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

Based on the tonnage of waste incinerated in 2018 and 2019, and the projected 

volume in 2020. 

The Department of Finance has no remit in this area. Any plastics levy would 

be administered by the Department of Communications, Climate Action & 

Environment, further information has been sought from that Department. 

Proposal 32 – Plastics Levy 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A: The yield from a 10 cent levy on every plastic bottle sold in Ireland. 

B: The yield from a 10 cent levy on every fruit and vegetable sold in plastic in Ireland. 

C: The yield from expanding the plastic bag levy to include medium-weight plastic 

bags and increasing the tax from 22c to 25c from 1st January 2021. 

D: A coffee cup levy at 10c or 20c or 25c placed on disposable coffee cups. 

E: A levy on disposable takeaway food containers at 10c or 20c or 25c. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

C: Bags for life remain exempt.   

The Department of Finance has no remit in this area. Any plastics levy would be 

administered by the Department of Communications, Climate Action & 

Environment, further information has been sought from that Department. 
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Proposal 33 – Stamp Duty on non-residential property 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 

A: The yield respectively from a 1%, or a 2% increase in the rate of stamp duty on 

non-residential property, and further the yield that would accrue if these rates were 

subject to sales above A) €500,000; and B) €1,000,000.  

Page 18 of the Revenue Ready Reckoner, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, shows the yield that could be generated from changes in Stamp 

Duty on residential property. While the Ready Reckoner does not show each 

specific costing requested, these can be calculated on a pro-rata or straight-

line basis from the information provided. 

 

B: The revenue raised from increasing commercial stamp duty from 7.5% to 12.5% 

Page 18 of the Revenue Ready Reckoner, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, shows the yield that could be generated from changes in Stamp 

Duty on non-residential property. While the Ready Reckoner does not show 

the specific costing requested, this can be calculated on a pro-rata or straight-

line basis from the information provided. 
 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions. 

Proposal 34 – CAT Reduction of Thresholds for Capital Acquisition Tax (CAT) 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required: 
 

A. The yield respectively from reducing the three tax-free thresholds for CAT to 

the following pre-existing rates respectively: 

       Group A Group B Group C 

i) October 2016 - October 2018   €310,000  €32,500  €16,250 

ii) October 2015 - October 2016   €280,000  €30,150  €15,075 

Pages 16-17 of the Revenue Ready Reckoner, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, show the yield that could be generated from changes in CAT. 

While the Ready Reckoner does not show the specific costing requested, 

these can be calculated on a pro-rata or straight-line basis from the 

information provided. 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
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B: The estimated revenue that would be raised at these new thresholds at the 

existing CAT rate an increased rate of 34%, 36%, 38%, and 40% respectively. 

Pages 16-17 of the Revenue Ready Reckoner, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, show the yield that could be generated from changes in CAT. 

While the Ready Reckoner does not show the specific costing requested, 

these can be calculated on a pro-rata or straight-line basis from the 

information provided. 

 

C: Yield from reducing the scale of Agriculture and Business relief respectively from 

90% to 75% of the taxable value of the relevant assets and capping the relief at €3 

million (under the above scenarios). 

Page 15 of the Revenue Ready Reckoner, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, shows the yield that could be generated from changes in 

these reliefs. While the Ready Reckoner does not show the specific costing 

requested, these can be calculated on a pro-rata or straight-line basis from 

the information provided. 

 

Underlying information is not available on which estimate the Exchequer 

impact from a cap of €3 million. 

 

     D: Additional yield from ending the Favourite Nephew or Niece Relief. 

Data is not available that would allow an estimate of the yield from the Favourite 

Nephew or Niece Relief to be provided. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify? 

No additional assumptions. 

 

Proposal 35 - High Income Individuals’ Restriction 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

A. The additional yield obtained from an ending of specified reliefs (as set out in 

Analysis of High Income Individuals’ Restriction 2017 report). 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/research/ror-2017-report.pdf  

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/research/ror-2017-report.pdf
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B. The additional yield from increasing the effective rate to 40% for all those earning 

in excess of €200,000 with and without current specified reliefs applied respectively. 

 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

In all cases, we would like the costing to be based on Revenue projections, and not 

on the 2017 figure. 

Detailed analysis of the High Income Individuals’ Restriction (HIIR) falls outside 

the scope of Revenue’s usual tax modelling software. Therefore, projected costs 

are not available. While Revenue’s Ready Reckoner does include a number of 

tax expenditures (mainly tax credits), and provides a projection of these items 

to a 2021 position, the costs associated with the majority of tax expenditures, 

including tax reliefs, are not projected forward. 

The annual report on the HIIR, is  published at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-

revenue/research/statistical-reports/high-income-earners-reports.aspx. 

Currently the 2017 report is the latest available, however, the 2018 report is due 

to be published shortly. 

Table 3 in the report sets out the specified reliefs, and the amounts claimed. 

Taxpayers subject to the HIIR are required to complete form RR1, which breaks 

down the reliefs into the detail provided in the report. While the amounts claimed 

represent the amount by which the taxpayer’s liability can be reduced, these 

amounts represent the value prior to restriction of the reliefs under the HIIR, 

therefore the full tax cost does not accrue. Furthermore, while these specified 

reliefs can be restricted for those earning above a certain income, availing of 

these reliefs is not confined only to taxpayers’ subject to the HIIR. For those 

taxpayers availing of these reliefs but not subject to the HIIR, and therefore not 

completing form RR1, data on these reliefs in the level of detail provided in Table 

3 is not available. Therefore, it is not possible to provide the yield associated 

with the removal of each of the reliefs listed individually in Table 3. Instead, the 

available information of the cost of various tax reliefs is available in Revenue’s 

Cost of Tax Expenditures publication, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/statistics/tax-

expenditures/costs-expenditures.aspx.  

The table below gives the estimated yield if an effective tax rate of 40% were 

applied to those taxpayer units with an income greater than €200,000.  

 

 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/research/statistical-reports/high-income-earners-reports.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/research/statistical-reports/high-income-earners-reports.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/statistics/tax-expenditures/costs-expenditures.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/statistics/tax-expenditures/costs-expenditures.aspx
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Implementing an effective tax rate of 40% for 
income above €200,000, on: 

Income Tax 
€m 

Income Tax 
and USC €m 

Gross Income 
                             
874  

                                  
514  

Taxable Income 
                             
554  

                                  
232  

 

 

Proposal 36 - Special Assignee Relief Programme (SARP) 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

To provide in tabular form the annual cost of the Special Assignee Relief Programme 

(SARP) for 2018, 2019 and 2020 estimated, and then the projected yield accrued 

from abolishing the special assignee relief programme in 2021, 2022, 2023 and 2024 

respectively (in tabular form). 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

No additional assumptions.  

The annual cost of the Special Assignee Relief Programme (SARP) from 2012 to 

2017 is available in Revenue’s ‘Analysis of Special Assignee Relief Programme 

2017’ which can be found on the Revenue website at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-

revenue/research/statistical-reports/special-assignee-relief-programme.aspx. 

The 2018 report will be available at this location in the coming weeks. 

While the cost (€28.1 million in 2017, the most recent year for which data are 

currently available) may represent a saving to the Exchequer in a given year 

were SARP abolished, there would likely be losses resulting from lower 

employment levels (and related tax receipts) and other indirect effects within the 

activities that are supported by the Programme. 

Revenue do not project forward the costs associated with the SARP. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/research/statistical-reports/special-assignee-relief-programme.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/research/statistical-reports/special-assignee-relief-programme.aspx
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Proposal 37 – Regulation of Financial & Insurance Sector 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

A: The estimated saving that would accrue to the Exchequer from moving the entire 

cost of regulation of the financial sector onto the industry. 

Section 32D of the Central Bank Act 1942 (as amended) provides that, with the 

approval of the Minister for Finance, the Central Bank Commission may make 

regulations requiring regulated firms to pay a levy in respect of the cost of 

regulation.   

The Central Bank is moving on a trajectory that will see all regulated financial 

firms, with the exception of Credit Unions, paying 100% of the cost of regulation 

by 2024. The paper outlining this approach “Funding the cost of regulation” is 

available at the link below. In order to achieve the move to full industry funding, 

the Minister for Finance last year approved the Central Bank to increase the 

proportion of financial regulation costs to be recovered from firms on a phased 

basis to 100% by 2024.   

There is no estimate at present for the cost of regulation of the financial industry 

by the Central Bank for 2020, however, the 2019 cost was €204.5 million. This is 

funded by income from industry of €160.0m and subvention from the Central 

Bank of €44.4m. Within this, the cost of regulating Credit Unions is estimated at 

approximately €14m. Based on a 20% recovery rate, a subvention amount of 

€11.2m arises – the highest subvention and lowest funding rate applicable to 

any industry category.  The remaining subvention of €33.2m reflects categories 

that are moving towards but are not yet at 100% funding and some costs relate 

to legacy Inquiries and Markets Supervision which are not recharged to 

industry.     

In 2019, the Central Bank moved to levying in arrears. Consequently, no levy 

invoices were issued during 2019, and the 2019 invoices are due to be issued 

later this month. 

If industry was fully charged, there would be no subvention, however, there are 

certain costs (e.g. markets supervision) which it may be appropriate to continue 

to subvent on an ongoing basis where the costs cannot be attributed to specific 

firms but do relate to the orderly function of markets and the financial stability 

agenda.    

 

B: The estimated saving that would accrue to the Exchequer from moving the entire 

cost of regulation of the insurance sector (as outlined in the Programme for 

Government 2020) onto the industry 
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In 2019, the Central Bank moved to levying in arrears. 2019 invoices are due to 

be issued later this month, and insurance undertakings will be charged 90% of 

the cost of their regulation. Based on the figures published in the Central Bank’s 

annual accounts for 2019, insurance undertakings were levied €35m for 2018, 

representing 80% of the cost of their regulation for that year, and implying a 

subvention of €8.75m. 

According to the trajectory referenced above, insurance undertakings are due 

to pay 100% of the cost of their regulation for 2020 and going forward. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify. 

That public sector regulatory costs would be met by the respective industries.  

 

Proposal 38 – Wealth Tax 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required. 

Based on the Wealth Tax proposals as published by the NERI Institute. 

https://www.nerinstitute.net/sites/default/files/research/2019/a_household_net_wealth_tax_in_th

e_republic_of_ireland.pdf  

A: What the yield would be from alternative scenarios with and without a 33% income 

cap (a ceiling provision) levied at 1% rate, no exemptions or deductions, in tabular 

form as follows: 

i) €1 million threshold (double if married), €250,000 per child before and after 

33% income cap 

ii) €500,000 threshold (double if married), €125,000 per child before and after 

33% income cap 

iii) All net assets excluding household main residence before and after 33% 

income cap 

iv) All net assets before and after 33% income cap 

B: The revenue that would be raised from introducing a wealth tax under each scenario 

set out in Table 5 of the Department of Finance/ESRI “Scenarios and Distributional 

Implications of a Household Wealth Tax in Ireland” (2016). 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

A: In all cases, we would like costings based on the Household Finance and 

Consumption Survey 2018 or latest available annual data:  

https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/phfcs/householdfinanceandconsu

mptionsurvey2018/wealth/ 

https://www.nerinstitute.net/sites/default/files/research/2019/a_household_net_wealth_tax_in_the_republic_of_ireland.pdf
https://www.nerinstitute.net/sites/default/files/research/2019/a_household_net_wealth_tax_in_the_republic_of_ireland.pdf
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/phfcs/householdfinanceandconsumptionsurvey2018/wealth/
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/phfcs/householdfinanceandconsumptionsurvey2018/wealth/
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B: Assume no behaviour change. 

In order to estimate the potential revenue from a wealth tax, it is necessary to 

identify the wealth held by individuals. As there is currently no such wealth tax 

in operation in Ireland, the Department understands that the Revenue 

Commissioners have no basis or requirement to compile the data needed to 

produce estimates in relation to a potential wealth tax. Although an individual's 

assets and liabilities are declared to the Revenue in a number of specific 

circumstances (for example, after a death), this information is not a complete 

measure of assets and liabilities in the State, nor is it recorded in a manner that 

would allow analysis of the implications of specific wealth taxes such as those 

sought.  

However, in 2013 the Central Statistics Office conducted the first 

comprehensive survey of household wealth in Ireland (the Household Finance 

and Consumption Survey (HFCS)). The survey provides information on the 

ownership and values of different types of assets and liabilities along with more 

general information on income, employment and household composition.  

In 2016 this Department, jointly with the Economic and Social Research Institute 

(ESRI), conducted a research project into the distribution of wealth in Ireland 

and the potential implications of a wealth tax using the HFCS. The research 

formed part of an on-going joint-research programme with the ESRI on the 

Macro-Economy and Taxation. The research paper, available on the ESRI 

website, presented results on the composition of wealth across both the wealth 

and income distributions in Ireland. A number of wealth tax scenarios were then 

applied to the Irish data (wealth tax regimes from other jurisdictions and 

hypothetical scenarios). In each case, the associated tax bases and revenue 

yields, the number of liable households across the income distribution, and the 

characteristics of the households affected are outlined. 

(https://www.esri.ie/publications/scenarios-and-distributional-implications-of-

a-household-wealth-tax-in-ireland-2 ) 

In order to estimate the yield from a tax for the precise parameters as outlined, 

it would be necessary to seek the agreement of the CSO to revisit its original 

survey data for this specified purpose. This would be a significant undertaking 

that would take considerable time and resources to complete. It is also noted 

that the HFCS does not include specific data on the global assets for those 

domiciled or ordinarily resident and the domestic assets for those resident for 

tax purposes. As such, any estimate on the yield obtained from HFCS data 

would not fully capture the parameters outlined. 

Please also note that Ireland already has various taxes on wealth such as CAT, 

CGT, LPT and Stamp Duty. Therefore the revenue raised from a wealth tax may 

not be additional to the existing related forma of wealth taxation. In other words, 
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revenues from these existing taxes would possibly be affected by the 

introduction of a wealth tax. 

 

Proposal 39 – Exit Tax Provisions Part 20-02-01 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

A: The annual projected additional yield in 2021, 2022 and 2023 respectively from 

increasing the standard rate of the Section 627 exit tax charge (12.5%) to 25%, 33% 

and 41% respectively. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

No additional assumptions. Please provide rationale for current rate in response.  

The current exit tax charge contained in section 627 was introduced as part of 

the transposition of the EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directives (ATAD) and took 

effect from October 2018. As a result, information is not yet available from which 

to estimate a yield from the proposals, as it is due for the first time on 

corporation tax returns for 2019 which are not yet fully filed and analysed.   

 

The exit tax applies on a latent gain rather than a realised gain. The rationale for 

imposing the charge at the 12.5% rate acknowledged that the charge is on an 

unrealised gain and that:   

•         The company may have no intention of disposing of the asset and may 

therefore never actually realise any gain.   

•         The gain could be temporary in nature as asset prices fluctuate over time.   

•         Where a company has no disposal proceeds from which to pay the tax on 

the unrealised gain, it could cause significant financial hardship for a high rate 

of tax to be charged. 

 

For these reasons, unrealised gains are not generally subject to tax in Ireland. 

 

In addition, the ATAD measures must be transposed in compliance with the EU 

Freedoms.  Concerns have been expressed that the ATAD exit tax may be 

contrary to the Freedoms of Movement or Establishment.  It could be expected 

that such concerns would be greater the higher the rate of tax on the unrealised 

gain. 

 

Proposal 40 – Tax Expenditures 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 
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A: The additional revenue that would be raised in 2021 through making all 

discretionary income tax reliefs available only at the standard 20% rate in tabular 

form. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

B: No additional assumptions. 

The estimated yields from standard-rating discretionary tax reliefs currently 

available at the marginal rate are as shown in the following table. These yields 

are based on 2018 data, other than the estimate on the carry forward of excess 

reliefs under the High-Income Individuals’ Restriction, where 2017 is the latest 

currently available year. The estimates are tentative and do not account for 

possible alterations in taxpayer behaviour. 

 

 

 

Reliefs and Expenditures 

Full 
Year 
Yield 
(€m) 

Allowance for Seafarers  0.1 

Rental Deduction for Leasing of Farm Land 6 

Relief for expenditure on significant buildings and gardens 0.9 

Stock Relief (General) (S666 Taxes Consolidation Act 1997) 1 

Stock Relief (for Young Trained Farmers) (S667B Taxes 
Consolidation Act 1997) 0.4 

Stock Relief (for Registered Farm Partnerships) (S667C Taxes 
Consolidation Act 1997) 0.1 

Foreign Earnings Deduction 3 

Start-up Relief for Entrepreneurs 0.4 

Donations to Charities and Approved Bodies 10 

 

 

Proposal 41 – Stamp Duty on transfers of shares  

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 
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The additional yield to the Exchequer from a 0.1% and a 1% increase in the stamp 

duty applicable to transfers of shares, stocks and marketable securities in Irish 

incorporated companies. 

The Revenue Pre-Budget 2021 Ready Reckoner, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf 

shows the yield from an additional charge of 0.1% on shares, which would 

include Irish Incorporated companies (the yield from a 1% charge can be 

estimated on a pro rata basis).  

Ready Reckoner 

2.  What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

Provide a costing based on 2019, and 2020 projections. 

 

 

Proposal 42 – Local Property Tax (LPT)  

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

A. The additional yield from the application of the current LPT to property 

currently exempt and privately owned, namely those bought in 2013, and 

those built or new homes bought since 1st January 2013 that are privately 

owned and occupied. 

 

B. The yield from a reduction of the standard LPT rate of 0.18 rate to 0.13 

based on all eligible properties inclusive of those exempt properties 

described in (A) and an increase in the higher rate from 0.25 to 0.26 at the 

current €1m threshold or a new lower threshold of €500,000 respectively 

(in tabular form). 

 

C. The additional yield that would accrue from lowering the threshold of the 

higher 0.25 rate of LPT from €1 million to €500,000 (i.e. properties worth 

more than €1 million are assessed on the actual value at 0.18% on the first 

€1 million and 0.25% on the portion above €1 million). 

 

D. The yield from an increase in the higher rate of LPT from 0.25% to 0.26% 

or 0.27% in tabular form at the current €1m threshold or a new lower 

threshold of €500,000. 

 

E. The yield from a phased annual increase in both the standard and higher 

rate of LPT by 0.01% or 0.02% respectively in 2021, 2022, 2023 and 2024 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
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in tabular form at the current €1m threshold and a new lower threshold of 

€500,000 respectively. 

 

 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

All costings based on most recent annual property values. 

Revenue is not in a position at present to provide the level of analysis sought 

in of the above these proposals. However, the following information sources 

may be useful. 

Detailed LPT statistics are published by Revenue, including on page 7 the 

cost of various exemptions, at: 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/lpt/local-

property-tax-2019.pdf. 

The Revenue Reckoner on Page 26, available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-

reckoner.pdf, shows the yield or cost from a number of scenarios based on 

the current LPT structure. 

Furthermore the Interdepartmental Report published in 2019 shows a 

number of scenarios for changing or updating LPT: 

https://static.rasset.ie/documents/news/2019/04/lpt-report.pdf.  

 

Proposal 43 – Stamp Duty Surcharge on Properties Brought by Non-Residents 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

A: The yield accrued by a 1%, 12.5%, 25% and 33% surcharge on residential and 

commercial properties respectively bought by people who are non-resident in the 

State from January 1st 2021 in tabular form. 

 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

It includes certain Irish-resident companies controlled by non-residents.  

Legislation similar to the UK equivalent: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attach

ment_data/file/902594/SDLT_increased_rates_for_non-

resident_transactions_EN.pdf  

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/lpt/local-property-tax-2019.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/lpt/local-property-tax-2019.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
https://static.rasset.ie/documents/news/2019/04/lpt-report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/902594/SDLT_increased_rates_for_non-resident_transactions_EN.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/902594/SDLT_increased_rates_for_non-resident_transactions_EN.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/902594/SDLT_increased_rates_for_non-resident_transactions_EN.pdf
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There is no basis in tax returns data available to provide an estimate of the yield 

that would arise to the Exchequer from the introduction of such a tax. 

 

Proposal 44 – Dividend Withholding Tax on Rental Income 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

The yield from a dividend withholding tax rate of 33% or 41% on all dividends paid by 

REITs and IREFs. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

Based on most recent returns.  

REIT dividends are generally liable to Dividend Withholding Tax at a rate of 25%. 

Information in respect of dividends from shares in Real Estate Investment 

Trusts (REITs) is not separately identified in Revenue’s Dividend Withholding 

Tax (DWT) data and therefore the information requested by cannot be provided.  

 

IREF distributions to non-residents are generally liable to an IREF withholding 

tax of 20%. Irish resident IREF investors are generally subject to exit tax at a 

rate of 41%.  

 

Foreign investors from treaty resident countries may be able to reclaim some 

part of any DWT (25%) or IREF withholding tax (20%) if the relevant tax treaty 

allows.  

 

Given the interaction with tax treaties, and because information is not available 

in relation to potential future IREF distributions to investors, an accurate 

estimate of any potential revenue from an increase in the withholding tax rates 

cannot be made. 

 

Proposal 45 – Vacant Site Levy 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

A: The revenue raised from increasing the vacant site levy from 7% to 10%, 15% or 

20% respectively. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

No additional assumptions. 
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It is not possible to provide an exact estimate of the annual levies that may be 

raised by planning authorities in the operation of the vacant site levy due to a 

number of factors: 

• Some planning authorities have yet to include the market values of sites 

on their registers; 

• A number of sites are on appeal and if successful will be removed from 

the registers; 

• Sites may be brought into use before the demand for payment is made 

and will therefore be removed from the registers. 

DHPLG proactively engages with local authorities with a view to ensuring that 

the vacant site levy achieves its full potential in terms of bringing concerned 

sites into productive use. In this regard, the Department issued Circular Letter 

PL 08/2020 on 9 June 2020 requesting the submission of a further progress 

report on the implementation of the levy by each local authority. 

The Department received a return from each of the 31 local authorities which 

indicated that as of 1 January 2020 there were 369 sites listed on local authority 

registers. These sites will be levied at 7% market valuation rate in 2021 and every 

year thereafter, unless development works is activated in the interim or their 

inclusion on the registers is successfully appealed. 

The specific information sought in relation to the amount of the levy that would 

be raised at different rates is not available as DHPLG do not have market 

valuation information for all of the 369 registered sites.  

However, based on the information from the recent progress reports which 

showed that there were 211 sites with market valuations of €237.3m listed on 

local authority registers on 1 January 2019 and were liable to the levy in 2020, it 

is estimated that the levy proceeds nationally for 2021 and every year thereafter 

could be of the order of: 

• €16.61m at a rate of 7%, 

• €23.73m at a rate of 10%, 

• €35.59m at a rate of 15%, and 

• €47.46m at a rate of 20%. 

As indicated, this estimate is based on the number of sites that had market 

valuations attached and were liable to the levy in 2020. The number of registered 

sites with market valuations attached has since increased; however, the 

information in this regard is not currently available in DHPLG. The inclusion of 

these additional sites in respect of which market valuations have since been 
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obtained would result in a higher yield in the estimated levy proceeds nationally 

for 2021, and every year thereafter, than that indicated above. 

It should also be noted in this context that the vacant site levy was never 

intended to be a revenue generating measure or that its success or otherwise 

would be measured on the basis of the amount of the levy proceeds generated. 

Rather its success would be measured by the number of vacant sites its 

implementation influenced in bringing back into productive use for housing and 

regeneration purposes. 

  

The proceeds of the levy accrue to the relevant local authority rather than the 

Exchequer.  The levy proceeds generated are specifically intended to be used 

by local authorities for the provision of housing and regeneration development 

in the local area in which vacant sites are located.  No more than 10% of the levy 

monies received by planning authorities may be used on their administration 

costs in collecting the levy. 

 

Proposal 46 – Reinstatement of Rezoning Windfall Tax 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required. 

The yield accrued from the reinstatement of the 80 per cent rate of tax to certain 

profits or gains from land disposals or land development where those gains were 

attributable to a relevant planning decision. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

No additional assumptions 

There is no basis to provide an estimate of the yield that would arise to the 

Exchequer from the reintroduction of this tax. Additionally, based on 

information provided in Income Tax returns and Corporation Tax returns for 

the years 2010 to 2014, there is no record of any such profits or gains having 

been returned when the tax was in force. 

The policy rationale behind the introduction of windfall gains was primarily 

to discourage overheating of the property market by way of speculative 

transactions involving rezoned land rather than as a revenue raising 

measure. 
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Proposal 47 – Claims for Allowable Expenses Against Rental Income 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

A. The cost to the exchequer of claims for each individual item of allowable 

expenses against rental income in 2018 and 2019 in tabular form. 

 

B. The expected savings to the exchequer from eliminating individual items of 

allowable expenses against rental income from 1st January 2021 in tabular 

form. 

 

C. The expected savings to the exchequer from excluding individual items of 

allowable expenses against rental income for non-resident landlords from 

1st January 2021 in tabular form. 

 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

No additional assumptions.  

As tax returns in relation to 2019 are not due to be filed until Q4 of 2020, 2018 

represents the latest year for which data are available. As tax liability is 

calculated based on the combination of all incomes, reliefs, credits and 

deductions etc. in the whole, it is not possible to provide an exact tax cost for 

the items outlined. In order to estimate tentative costs, it is possible to look at 

the amounts claimed under each item and apply an average marginal rate of tax. 

The average marginal rate of tax is the average rate across all taxpayer types, 

and is not confined to just Form 11 filers, or those with a rental income. 

The table below sets out the estimated 2018 tax cost of the allowable expenses 

against rental income, separated into each individual item as declared on tax 

returns and separated into residential and commercial properties, both for all 

claimants (B) and for non-resident claimants (C). 

  All Claimed Non-Resident Claimed Only 

Expense 
Category 

Residential 
Properties €m 

Commercial 
Properties €m 

Residential 
Properties €m 

Commercial 
Properties €m 

Repairs 87 15 7 1 

Interest 97 47 11 3 

Section 23 
Relief 

1.7 NA 0.04 NA 

Pre-Letting 
Expenditure 

0.6 NA 0.1 NA 

Leasing of 
Farmland 

NA 28 NA 0.7 

Other 123 40 14 4 
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N/A means not applicable. Note that these costs are based on the amounts 

claimed regardless of the rental income, if the rental income was lower than the 

expenses declared then the full cost of each item would not accrue.  

Projected values for rental expenses claimed against rental income fall outside 

the scope of Revenue’s usual tax modelling software These 2018 tax costs can 

be taken as broadly indicative of an estimated yield for a given year should these 

claims be excluded. 

Proposal 48 – Ending all fossil fuel tax subsidies.   

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

 

A. The projected annual savings accrued to the exchequer form eliminating 

individual items of fossil fuel tax subsidies in tabular form  

 

B. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

 

Where there is no legal impediment to eliminating the majority of fossil fuel tax 

subsidies. 

While there is no single definition of ‘fossil fuel subsidy’, based on the list and 

methodology used by Revenue, the estimated annual savings to the Exchequer 

of eliminating fossil fuel subsidies in the region of €1.5 billion (this does not 

factor in any subsequent change in consumption due to the increased Excise 

rates that would arise). This list and the associated cost savings based on 2019 

volumes is shown in the table below.  

 

Fossil Fuels 2019 

  €m 

Excise forgone: Excise rate on Auto-diesel* 422.8 

Excise forgone: Excise rate on Marked Gas Oil* 473.0 

Excise forgone: Excise rate on Kerosene* 578.7 

Excise forgone: Excise rate on Fuel Oil* 24.7 

Diesel Rebate Scheme 10.3 

Marine Diesel Scheme 2.7 
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Commercial Sea Navigation 10.5 

Horticulture Excise Duty Repayment 0.08 

Fuel Excise Repayment for Disabled Drivers and Disabled 

Passengers 
10.5 

*Excise compared to the rate for Petrol 

 
 

The CSO has compiled a broader list of fossil fuel subsidies in its research 

report on fossil fuel subsidies during the years 2012 to 2016. 

https://www.cso.ie/en/media/csoie/releasespublications/documents/rp/fossilfu

elandsimilarsubsidies/Fossil_Fuel_and_Similar_Subsidies.pdf 

 

In terms of tax related fossil fuel supports (according to the definition and 

methodology used by the CSO), the total amounted to some €2.3 billion in 2016. 

This amount includes certain fossil fuel subsidies, in particular aviation fuel 

(€494.4m in 2016), for which there are international/EU legal impediments to 

their removal.       

 

 

Proposal 49 – Abolishing Motor Tax Half-Yearly & Quarterly Rate 

 

1. Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

The cost to the exchequer of abolishing the punitive premium attached to the 

quarterly and half-year rate of motor tax respective to the full annual rate. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

That the half year, and quarterly rate would be a straight line proportion of the annual 

rate. 

Abolishing the additional charge for quarterly and half-yearly motor tax 

payments would cost the Exchequer an estimated €42.9m in 2021. 

 

Proposal 50 – New levy on insurance company profits 

 

https://www.cso.ie/en/media/csoie/releasespublications/documents/rp/fossilfuelandsimilarsubsidies/Fossil_Fuel_and_Similar_Subsidies.pdf
https://www.cso.ie/en/media/csoie/releasespublications/documents/rp/fossilfuelandsimilarsubsidies/Fossil_Fuel_and_Similar_Subsidies.pdf
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1.  Detailed description of item or policy on which a costing is required 

The yield to the exchequer from an annual levy on insurance firm profits at a rate of 

1%, 2.5% and 5% respectively in 2021, 2022, 2023 and 2024 taking effect from 1st 

January 2021. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

No additional assumptions. 

It is tentatively estimated that a straightforward 1% levy on all reported taxable 

profits of insurance related companies could yield in the region of €16 million in 

a full year per 1% levy, on the basis of 2018 returns. This estimate takes no 

account of behavioural change. Other rates can be estimated on a pro-rata 

basis. Factors such as a different measure of profit or a different scope in terms 

of which companies are subject to a levy would lead to a different yield. 

It should be noted that this is a very tentative estimate. The system of sectoral 

classification of businesses by NACE code does not provide sufficient accuracy 

for the specific profits on insurance companies to be identified in this manner, 

therefore the estimate has been manually calculated by Revenue based on 

information from tax returns that they have identified as insurance related 

companies. 

 

Proposal 51 – New Luxury Levy 

 

1. Detailed description of items policy on which a costing is required 

The yield raised from a 10% luxury surcharge tax on aircraft over €250,000, boats 

over €100,000, cars over €75,000, art work over €50,000, furs and jewellery items 

over €5,000. 

The data available to Revenue from tax returns do not provide the information 

required to estimate the yield from such a measure. 

 

Proposal 52 – Discretionary Trust Tax (DTT)  

 

1. Detailed description of items policy on which a costing is required 

A: Yield gained from an increase in the initial once-off 6% charge to 12.5%, 25%, 

33% and 41% respectively in tabular form 

6,5% €3m 
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Yield from 
increasing initial 
charge by  

19% €10m 

29% €15m 

35% €18m 

 

B: Yield gained from increasing the annual charge from 1% by 0.5% and 1% 

respectively. 

Yield from increasing 
annual charge by 

0.5% €0.3m 

1% €0.6m 

 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

Proposal 53 – Removal and relocation expenses 

1. Detailed description of items policy on which a costing is required 

A: The revenue raised for the exchequer from abolishing the removal and relocation 

expenses. 

Those who benefit from this scheme need only keep the receipts rather than return 

the information to Revenue. The cost of this measure is not separately recorded or 

compiled by Revenue, so savings from abolition cannot be estimated. 

 

Proposal 54 – Ceilings Earnings Cap for Occupational Pension Schemes. 

1. Detailed description of items policy on which a costing is required 

The revenue raised for the exchequer by reducing the annual ceiling for occupational 

pension schemes, RACSs and PRSAs from €115,000 to €100,000, €80,000 and 

€60,000 respectively. 

2. What assumptions/parameters do you wish the Department to make/specify 

Scenarios for changes to Income Tax Relief on Pensions are shown in the Pre-

Budget 2021 Ready Reckoner available at 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf 

(page 11). 

 

Proposal 55 – Capital Allowances for Self Employed 

1. Detailed description of items policy on which a costing is required 

The revenue raised from a reduction in the standard rate of all tax reliefs on capital 

allowances for the self-employed. 

Capital allowances in relation to industrial buildings and plant & machinery are 

available as deductions in taxing trading income and rental income. The 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/ready-reckoner.pdf
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estimated yield from restricting this relief to 20% is approximately €88m. This is 

based on 2018 data. 

Proposal 56 – Online Sales Tax 

1. Detailed description of items policy on which a costing is required 

The yield raised to the exchequer from a levy of 0.5%, 1% or 2% on all goods bought 

online. 

The data available to Revenue from tax returns do not provide the information 

required to estimate the yield from such a measure. 

 


